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ATTORNEY GENERAL'S VIEW OF FIFTH AMENDMENT 
by JAMES HAGGART 
In a recent address before the Law Club of Chicago, Attorney 
General Herbert Brownell, Jr., outlined his suggestions for legisla-
tion which he believes would remove many of the objections to in-
vocation of the constitutional privilege against self-incrimination 
by witnesses appearing before Congressional investigating com-
mittees and federal courts and grand juries. 
That part of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States which provides that no person "shall be compelled in 
a criminal case to be a witness agatinst himself" has its roots in the 
common law of seventeenth-century England; a similar provision is 
included in the constitution or is a part of the common law of each 
of the forty-eight states. The judicial history of the United States 
and the several states reveals that the courts have been vigilant in 
protecting the rights guaranteed to the individual by the privilege 
against self-incrL11ination. As a practical matter, however, invo-
cation of the privilege has resulted in many instances in the con-
cealment or suppression of facts essential to the proper adminis-
tration of justice in a given case. The problem, therefore, as Mr. 
Brownell sees it, is "to determine whether it is possible to strike a 
fair balance between the Government's right to obtain vital infor-
mation and the individual's right not to incriminate himself." 
Perhaps the most dramatic use of the privilege against self-
incrimination in recent years has been in the area of Congressional 
investigation of subversive activities in government and education. 
Likewise, witnesses in federal investigations of narcotics and vice 
rackets have frequently sought refuge behind the Fifth Amendment. 
In both situations the effect of invocation of the privilege has been 
to obstruct government authorities in their search for facts and evi-
dence which Mr. Brownell believes should be brought to light in the 
public interest. 
At the same time, the Attorney General is not unmindful of the 
necessity of protecting individual rights under the First Amendment: 
"Unquestionably every effort should be exerted to protect the right 
of our people to speak and think freely. As Chief Justice Hughes 
has well said: 'The greater the importance of safeguarding the com-
munity from incitements to the overthrow of our institutions by 
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force and violence, the more imperative is the need to preserve 
violate the constitutional rights of free speech, free press, and free 
assembly in order to maintain the opportunity for free political dis-
cussion, to the end that government may be responsive to the will 
of the people and that changes, if desired, may be 
peaceful means.'" 
Mr. Brownell adds, however, that • As against these threats to 
our precious liberties, we must also weigh the possible harm to the 
public safety and welfare, without which there can be no liberty for 
anyone. While the rights guaranteed by the First Amendment may 
not be curtailed, abuse of these rights may properly be curbed." 
The Attorney General suggests that the most effective method 
of mitigating the undesirable consequences of invocation of the 
privilege is the passage of legislation granting immunity from fed-
eral prosecution to individuals who might otherwise seek the pro-
tection of the Fifth Amendment. If such an immunity were granted. 
it would no longer be possible for an individual to invoke the privi-
lege, since he could no longer clain that an answer to the question 
put to him might tend to incriminate him. That is, if federal 
prosecution were no longer possible on the basis of information 
which might be divulged by an answer to the question, such an an-
swer could not tend to be incriminating. 
The proposal is not a new one; immunity legislation has been 
experimented with in the past at both the state and federal levels, 
and is in force in some areas at both levels at the present time. A 
number of statutes, however, have been held unconstitutional on the 
grounds that they did not confer immunity of a sufficiently broad 
scope. Since the individual cannot validly invoke his privilege 
against self incrimination if immunity from prosecution has been 
extended to him, it is imperative that the scope of the immunity 
as broad as the scope of the privilege. 
The philosophy of immunity legislation is stated by Mr. 
in these words: "By permitting one or several criminals to escape 
prosecution, the larger public peril contained in a gang of criminals 
or in their leaders may be uncovered, and the guilty brought to jus-
tice .. .It is hoped that this legislation will only be resorted to 
where full disclosure by witnesses is deemed of greater importance 
than the possibility of punishing them for past offenses." 
The Attorney General believes that freedom of a witness to an-
swer questions put to him by investigating bodies without fear of 
self-incrimination would promote the public interest in at least two 
aspects. 
In the first place, it would enable Congress to uncover facts 
which would serve as the basis of new legislation: •obviously, if 
Congress is to legislate wisely with respect to subversion, and other 
crime and corruption, it must not be obstructed from learning who 
are its leaders, organizers, and members; the nature and scope of 
their activities; the character and number of their adherents." 
In the second place, it would enable the three branches of the 
federal government to ferret out employees who are suspected of 
subversive activities: "Suppression of truth in any case is bad 
enough. In no event can it be justified by a Government employee 
or applicant for Government employment in the face of a Congres-
sional inquiry where the interests of the national security are at 
stake ... There is no law which requires the Government to sit su-
pinely by until the suspected employee has been convicted of dis-
loyalty or other similar misconduct inconsistent with the interests 
of the national security before it can separate him from the Gov-
ernment service." 
Furthermore, the Attorney General believes that the passage of 
immunity legislation would provide more adequate protection for 
the witnesses themselves: ( 1) It would save from prosecution a 
(continued on page 4) 
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LA WYERS IN THE FBI 
by 
JOHN EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Department of Justice 
This June, thousands of American law students will be graduated 
from the colleges and universities of our nation. Having devoted 
years of their lives to the study of law, these students now will pre-
pare to adapt their education to a specific vocation. Perhaps the 
most important decision in their lives will be made when they de-
cide upon the single position of those available to them which they 
will accept. 
If he is to find happiness in the life which lies ahead, it is im-
portant that each of these graduates resolve to his own satisfaction 
several questions pertaining to his chosen vocation. Before accept-
ing any offer of employment, he must ask himself: "What shall I 
accomplish if I engage in this type of work? Must I compromise 
my ideals to enter this field? Are the standards and goals of this 
vocation in keeping with my moral values I" 
We, of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, sincerely feel that 
our activities and responsibilities enable us to answer these ques-
tions positively and convincingly. 
Hundreds of law-trained Special Agents once were confronted 
with the same problem which now faces graduating law students. 
These men weighed the various job opportunities available to them, 
searching for the one position which would provide both personal 
satisfaction and practical application of their legal education. In 
the FBI they have found that position. 
To effectively discharge his responsibilities to the citizens of 
the United States, each Special Agent of the FBI must possess a keen, 
practical nderstanding of the laws of our nation. Not only must he 
be fully cognizant of the laws governing arrest, searches, seizure 
and evidence. but it is essential that his knowledge of the Federal 
violations within the jurisdiction of the FBI be thorough and com-
prehensive. 
In their investigations of violations of Federal laws, Special 
Agents must understand the elements which comprise these viola-
tions if they are to find admissible evidence and to locate compe-
tent witnesses. Their task is one of finding facts. Thus, they must 
possess legal minds -- probing, analytical minds of the type which 
law schools strive to develop in their students. 
The FBI provides a career opportunity for law graduates whose 
character, personal habits, resourcefulness and physical condition 
show they are qualified to serve the citizens of the United States. 
In taking his oath of office, each Special Agent accepts a trust 
which must be held inviolate. He pledges himself to subordinate 
personal interest where it conflicts with the welfare of the nation, 
to defend the right and protect the innocent, and to fight crime 
and subversion with all the vigor provided by law. 
As a law enforcement officer, the Special Agent pits his abili-
ties against those who would encroach upon the rights of others. 
In the efficient discharge of his duties, he makes the streets of our 
nation safer for women and children, the home more secure for 
family life, the shop and the office less vulnerable to criminal 
deceit and violence, the government less permeable to intimida-
tion, racketeering and subversion. 
The challenge of these responsibilities is one which can be met 
by only the qualified few. The physical and mental demands of a 
career in Federal law enforcement are great, the hours long, the 
obstacles endless. Special Agents are "on duty" at all times. Even 
their personal lives are judged by the public as critically as their 
professional conduct. To the person whose sincere goal is that of 
helping make America more secure from crime and subversion, 
however, the rewards of a career in the FBI are far greater than the 
energy expended. 
Helping to protect society, convict criminals, and acquit the 
innocent is a pursuit rich in personal satisfaction and pride. For 
example, analyze the following case, typical of thousands of others, 
from the files of the FBI. 
In the early Spring of 1950, a confidence man approached the 
horne of a retired packing company employee in Indianapolis, 
Indiana. A well-respected member of the community, the con 
man's victim had been ailing for a number of years and had spent a 
considerable amount of his life savings for medical expenses. In-
troducing himself as "Dr. Williams," the criminal entered the man's 
home under the pretext of being a Federal Government doctor. 
After examining the man, "Dr. Williams• revealed the cause of 
his illness-- "Bad nerves and low blood pressure. • He further con-
fided to his victim, "You'll be blind in thirty days. I'll have to 
leave you some medicine for your eyes." The man paid $25.80 for 
two envelopes of pills. He was so confident that "Williams• was a 
Government doctor that he took the pills as prescribed for about 
eight days. 
On another occasion, "Dr. Williams" bilked a 72-year-old 
woman of $9.58, the total funds remaining from her monthly wel-
fare pension. This woman was crippled and practically destitute. 
As a result of losing the $9.58, she was forced to depend upon friends 
and neighbors for sustenance until her next welfare check arrived. 
In posing as a "Federal Government doctor," however, the con 
man violated the Federal Impersonation Statute. A warrant for his 
arrest was issued on April 10. 1950, and he was taken into Federal 
custody seven days later. 
In their investigation of "Dr. Williams'" activities, Special 
Agents determined that he had been released from Atmore Prison in 
Alabama Tess than four months prior to his arrest. After bilking a 
number of people in Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi and Alabama, 
he moved to Indiana with his fake doctor scheme. His victims usu-
ally were elderly, uneducated, crippled, blind or impoverished. 
Even when personally confronted by these victims after his appre-
hension, the con man did not appear to show remorse. 
As a result of the investigation conducted by the FBI, "Dr. 
Williams• was convicted on two counts of impersonation in the 
Federal District Court at Indianapolis, Indiana, on June 29, 1950. 
In helping to place him behind bars, Special Agents performed a 
service which contributed immeasurably to the betterment of 
America and the plight of the ill and downtrodden. They were 
proud of this accomplishment as would any law-abiding citizen 
have been. 
"Dr. Williams'" criminal activities were comparatively no less 
heinous, however, than those of espionage agents and subversive 
elements who would undermine our nation and sell the American 
people into foreign enslavement. The FBI is responsible for investi-
gating espionage, sabotage, subversive activities and related matters 
on a nation-wide basis. These domestic intelligence responsibili-
ties are an enormous challenge, but the vigor and thoroughness 
which characterize the efforts of Special Agents in this field of en-
deavor clearly reflect their enthusiastic devotion to the task of pre-
serving American democracy. 
In the investigation of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, for example, 
Special Agents voluntarily worked thousands of hours' overtime to 
gather evidence and locate witnesses to establish the espionage ac-
tivities of this pair. The unselfish devotion to duty which motivated 
these men to give so generously of their time sprang solely from their 
desire to help identify and convict those persons who threaten Amer-
ica from within. (continued on page 10) 
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THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE LAW 
by JOHN H. McDERMOTT 
The American Journal of Comparative Law. a quarterly report 
of studies in comparative legal science, is in large measure the 
work of Hessel E. Yntema, Research Professor of Comparative Law, 
University of Michigan Law School. Thus far, seven issues have 
been published, and though the Journal is of relatively recent origin, 
it responds to an apparent need in the United Saates at the present 
time. 
The twentieth century, perhaps more than any previous age, has 
experienced rapid and important changes in the mode and relation-
ships of society. It is a century experiencing not only the greatest 
military conflicts of history, but also society's primary attempts at 
world political organization. The introduction of new methods of 
communication, the rapid development of domestic economies, and 
the large extension of foreign interests have all contributed to this 
evolution. Now, as never before, nations are interdependent and it 
is no longer feasible for progress to be attained through isolation. 
A necessary complement to the evolution of the physical aspects 
of society is a similar development of the social sciences, through 
which basic planning may be accomplished. It is the •wide con-
census of informed opinion that a progressive internationalization of 
the social sciences is one of the great educational, scientific, and 
cultural needs of the present age. ft In the United States, political 
isolationism and economic self-sufficiency have been strong re-
tarding forces. Yet the need persists and in the science of law it is 
no longer feasible to draft legislation. whether public or private law, 
without reference to the international context. Widely enlarged re-
sponsibilities have been thrust upon the legal profession and they 
demand that foreign and comparative law now be seriously consid-
ered in the framing of our own policy. 
From the academic point of view, "what for practical purposes 
is a desideratum, appears a downright necessity, that is if the study 
of law in the United States is to be conducted in a scientific and 
not merely dogmatic manner. ft Few would argue the merit of a 
nationalized science, as a Dutch physics or a Swiss sociology, and 
the same surely is true of law. Yet, in this country, by far the 
greatest emphasis in legal education has been on domestic law, as 
it were in a vacuum, and without sufficient correlation to foreign 
legal thought and system. If the study of law is to be a science, it 
must certainly include within its coverage the study of comparative 
law. 
Recent interest in comparative law is encouraging, but much 
remains to be accomplished. Some institutions throughout the United 
States have established comparative law research departments, but 
until recently there has been no concerted effort to compile infor-
mation obtained and integrate progress achieved. Such coordination 
is essential if the study of comparative law is to be conducted effi-
ciently, and interest stimulated. 
In 1951, UNESCO recognized and responded to these needs through 
the establishment of the International Committee of Comparative 
Law. This Committee is charged with the function of coordinating 
various affiliated national groups, i.e., the American Foreign Law 
Association. The national committees promote and correlate ac-
tivities within their areas. Convinced of the need for a national 
medium for the study of comparative law, Professor Yntema, now 
Editor-in-Chief of the Journal, arranged for a series of three organ-
izational conferences to be held during 195 I. It was during these 
meetings that the Journal was conceived and plans made to put it 
into operation. 
Under the laws of New York state, a corporation was formed en-
titled The American Association for the Study of Comparative Law, 
Inc. This Association, possessing the benefits of a non-profit corpor-
ation, is composed of three classes of members: sponsor, sustaining, 
and associate, and is charged with the publication of the JournaL 
At present there are approximately 500 sponsor members with 
privileges. Each sponsor member is required to contribute a 
amount to the finances of the Association, and the class of 
contains firms, business enterprises, individuals and various 
ed institutions. Representatives of the sponsor membership 
the editorial board, headed by Professor Yntema. As declared 
Certificate of Incorporation, the purpose of the Association 
promote the comparative study of law and the understanding 
eign legal systems; to maintain and· publish a comparative 
journal, and to provide for research and the publication of 
books, papers and pamphlets relating to comparative, foreign, 
private international law. ft Primary responsibility for the control 
of the Association and the Journal is vested in the law schools 
the American Foreign Law Association as sponsor members. 
To some extent the coverage of the Journal is defined by 
ment. It has been decided that articles should be primarily 
ative and directed toward readers in the United States. Both inter~ 
national conflicts problems and questions of international jurispru~ 
dence are included. Recognizing financial limitations the Journal 
must restrict publication to providing tests of important foreign 
projects and legislation. Finally, the coverage will exclude mater~ 
ial on international law, adequately reported in the American 
nal of International Law, but will include comparative studies of 
both public and private domestic law. Again, due to financial 
limitations, the Journal must concentrate primarily on significant 
developments in European theory and legislation, though it is 
that as time passes this coverage may be expanded. 
Articles included in the Journal are of two general types. 
first, and leadingJ:ype, is composed of general comparative discus 
sions, while the second type is limited to developments of signifi ~ 
cance within single countries. While material is taken, in large 
part, from the writing of specialists, the Journal is directed toward 
the entire legal profession. Its function is supplementary to the ac-
tivities of the law schools and of specialists in comparative law, and 
makes no attempt to substitute for them. It is hoped that the Jour-
nal will stimulate general thought by both present and prospective 
members of the legal profession. ' 
Finally, the Journal includes sections which supplement the gen-
eral body. A Survey of Foreign and Comparative Legal Literature is 
included near the end of each issue, as is an Index to Legal Period-
icals. Similarly, each issue contains a section entitled "Bulletins," 
and a Digest of Cases as a survey coverage of recent decisions. 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S VIEW 
(continued from page 2) 
witness who invokes the privilege as to certain questions, but is 
later convicted of contempt because his answers to other questions 
are held to waive his right to refuse to answer those questions as to 
which he invoked the privilege. (2) A witness must decide for him-
self whether the investigating body has jurisdiction to ask the ques-
tions put to him. If he refuses to answer on the ground that the body 
lacks jurisdiction to ask the question, he is liable for contempt if it 
is later found that he has made a mistake of law, and that the body 
did in fact have jurisdiction. Immunity legislation would remove 
the necessity of the witness' making the decision as to the jurisdic-
tion of the investigating body by making it possible for him to an-
swer questions without danger of self-incrimination. (3) Such leg-
islation would also protect witnesses from feeling constrained tore-
sort to an invalid invocation of the privilege in cases where they 
fear they might perjure themselves because their recollection of 
the information requested is hazy. or where they feel that nobody 
(continued on page 7) 
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A TALK WITH MR "BIG" 
by JOHN S. FALLON 
The paper suffered somewhat of a setback when Granger Cook 
was forced to abandon temporarily his monthly interviews. At pres-
ent he is enmeshed in some research work for the Dean but tells us 
that he will be back with us for the March issue. We contemplated 
abandoning the column for the present issue but after a twenty min-
ute conference in the typical smokefilled room, this writer found 
himself with a new kind of assignment. I hope that neither Profes-
sor Kauper nor the readers will suffer. 
· Many topics were covered in our short talk together because the 
life of Paul Kauper has been a full one. A descendant of German 
stock, he claims Richmond, Indiana as his original horne. His fa-
ther, a retired cabinet maker of 79 summers, emigrated from Hanno-
ver in Germany many years ago in order to enjoy the greater oppor-
tunities offered by life in this country. He is living today in Rich-
mond surrounded by most of his large family of eight children. If 
Professor Kauper is any criterion, the word •large" has two meanings. 
The Professor graduated from Earlham College, a Quaker school 
in his home town, with an A.B. with honors in 1929. Because of a 
deep liking for the study of government and history he entertained a 
desire to the law. On the advice of a college teacher he chose 
Michigan. His student years here saw him as Clerk of the Practice 
Court (two years); winner of Case Club competition; a Senior Editor 
of Law Review; and in his last year, he was elected to the Order of 
the Coif. While in school he lived at the Lawyers Club. He gradu-
ated with aLD. in 1932. With perhaps an eye toward the future, he 
accepted an offer of a Research Assistantship and worked for two 
years on questions relating to the regulation and taxation of motor 
carriers. Most of the results of this work appeared in law review ar-
ticles at that time. In 1934 he left Michigan to take up private 
practice with the firm of White and Case in New York City. Mr. 
Kauper was the third in a long line of Michigan men to serve with 
this well-known firm He was connected with their Tax Department 
in 1936 when he accepted the invitation to join the Michigan Law 
Faculty. His approach to the teaching field, however, was not com-
pletely that of a tenderfoot for, in his last semester as a Research 
Assistant he had, in Professor Aigler's absence, taught· Bills and Notes. 
The seventeen years since his second arrival have been spent, with 
the exception of a three year war-time leave of absence with the 
Legal Department of Pan American Petroleum and Transport Com-
pany in New York City, in atta~ning his enviable stature as a teach-
er in the fields of Constitutional Law and Taxation. Over a period 
of years he has written a number of law review articles. More re-
cently he has concentrated on his Constitutional Law Casebook 
which Prentice-Hall will publish next spring. 
It is evident that Mr. Kauper has achieved a great measure of 
satisfaction from his chosen field. In response to a query as to the 
reasons behind that choice, he stated: "I have always found the 
classroom part of teaching very stimulating and enjoyable. More-
over, I like the opportunities in teaching for research and writing. 
Perhaps one of its greatest advantages lies in the opportunity afford-
ed by the academic environment to explore questions more thorough-
ly and thereby make some contribution to our legal system. These 
opportunities coupled with my preference for small town living, 
make Michigan ideal. During the present year his courses include 
Constitutional Law, a Constitutional Law seminar and Taxation I. 
As a member of the law faculty and of the University staff he 
has taken his turn at administrative and committee assignments. 
Before the war he served as Faculty Editor of the Law Review. Since 
the war he has been Chairman of the Curriculum Committee which 
as he says is constantly engaged with the problem of planning the 
most effective course of law training within the limits of a three-
Professor Paul Kauper 
year period of study. For a period of four years he was Chairman of 
the University's Board in Control of Student Publications and previ-
ously had served on the Board of Governors of Lane Hall. He is 
presently a member of the Executive Committee of the Institute of 
Public Administration. 
So far as leisure hours are concerned, he finds his family the 
principal source of satisfaction. Mrs. Kauper is a native of Ann 
Arbor and also an Earlham graduate. Their son Tom is a freshman 
in the University and has his eye on the study of law. A daughter. 
Carolyn, is now in high school. 
The Professor's outside interests are varied. Listed high in this 
area is reading. He is fond of any type of good literature, but pre-
fers historical or biographical works and pursues a special interest in 
American history of the Civil War and Reconstruction periods. In 
the summer\e relaxes best when puttering with flowers in the gar-
den. Although he does not claim to be a sportsman, he recommends 
baseball and the Detroit Tigers for summertime enJoyment. On 
questioning he admitted that his loyalty to the Tigers has been sub-
jected to severe strain the last few years. 
A Lutheran, Mr. Kauper is active in religious affairs. He is a 
member and officer of the local Zion Lutheran Church, Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees of the local Lutheran Student Foundation, and 
a former member of the Board of Higher Education of the American 
Lutheran Church. 
He lists politics (in a very limited degree) as another avocation. 
His one attempt to capture an elective office was marked with suc-
cess when he was elected last spring to the Ann Arbor Charter Revi-
sion Commission. Several years ago he was appointed by Governor 
Williams as Chairman of the Governor's Highway Transportation 
Study Commission. When asked about any possible plans for a 
future in politics, he replied: "If I had gone into law practice, I 
would have been very much interested in an active political career, 
(continued on page 8) 
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INSTITUTE ON ADVOCACY 
The Law School will present the Fifth annual Institute on Advo-
cacy on Friday and Saturday, February 12 and 13. Professor Charles 
Joiner is in charge of the program which is designed to benefit the 
lawyer who tries cases. The meetings will be held in the Rackham 
Building. All law students are invited to attend any of the sessions. 
Following is a program of events: 
Friday, February I 2 
The Office Side of Trial Practice 
12:00-2:00 p.m. Registration--Rackham Building, Ann Arbor 
2:00p.m. Internal Office Arrangements as Affected by a Trial 
Practice 
Benjamin F. Watson of Lansing. 
Carl H. Smith of Smith & Brooker, Bay City. 
Mr. Watson will discuss the office side of a litigated 
matter, the pan your "physical plant" plays in ready-
ing a law suit, the contact-- and contract with your 
client, can your secretary assist, what books do you 
ne~d. "shop talk" from the viewpoint of the individ-
ual practitioner. 
Mr. Smith will talk on office routine, reporting to 
clients, office records, billing, as they relate to the 
trial practice. 
3:30 p.m. Settlement Negotiations and Techniques 
Carl H. Smith of Smith & Brooker, Bay City. 
Benjamin F. Watson of Lansing. 
This will be a discussion of the basic elements that 
affect a lawyer in determining whether to settle and 
the value of a settlement, the discussion of techniques 
to be used by both sides in arriving at a • more fair 
settlement agreement." 
5:00 p m. Informal reception and coffee hour at the Lawyers Club. 
8:oop.m. Two Kinds of Trial Briefs, Their Preparation and Use 
Judge James R. Breakey, Jr., 22nd Judicial Circuit. 
Charles W. Joiner, Professor of Law, University of 
Michigan Law School, Ann Arbor. 
Carl H. Smith of Smith & Brooker, Bay City. 
Benjamin F. Watson of Lansing. 
This will be a discussion of the trial brief that is 
used by the lawyer to assist him in the trial of a case, 
and the trial brief that is submitted to the judge to 
assist him in his decisions in the case. 
Saturday. February 13 
Old Fashioned Advocacy in a Modem Setting--Argument 
9:00a.m. The Fundamentals of Argumentative Speaking 
Professor Gail E. Densmore, Chairman of Department 
of Speech, University of Michigan. 
Good argument must be premised on sound speech-
making techniques. An expert speech teacher will 
relate good public speaking practices to the argu-
mentative speech. 
9:30a.m. Addressing the Court 
Ralph M Carson of Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland 
& Kiendl, New York City. 
Mr Carson, one of the country's greatest advocates, 
will discuss the practices and techniques particularly 
applicable to the presentation of a matter to the trial 
judge This will include both the opening statement, 
and the argument of fact and law. 
TO BE GIVEN IN FEBRUARY 
10:45 a.m. The Argument Before a Jury 
Clifford W Gardner of St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Mr. Gardner will include in his discussion the value c 
cautionary remarks to a jury, the reduction of 
cal to lay language, liability questions involved, 
proper evaluation of damages, and the common 
tude of jurors toward jury lawyers. 
2:00p.m. The Written Brief and Argument on Appeal 
Frank E. Cooper of Beaumont, Smith & Harris, 
Mr. Cooper has given a great amount of 
methods of making written briefs and argument 
persuasive. He has written an outstanding book 
Effective Legal Writing and he has interviewed many 
judges to ascertain what they think. 
3:00p.m. The Oral Argument on Appeal 
Werner W. Schroeder of Schroeder and Simpson, 
Chicago. 
Mr. Schroeder will discuss oral argument or none; 
preparation--general and specific; requisites of state· 
ment of facts; indispensability of mastery of the law; 
adaptabi!ity to court; clarification of issues; manner 
of delivery--relaxation and concentration; outline or 
written speech--pro and con; from whom will court 





by RICHARD E. GOODMAN 
Professor J. Robert Oppenheimer, noted American physicist, 
will present the annual Cook lectures in April. The Cook series 
designed to present studies of various American institutions. The 
scope of the series is not to be confined to studies of legal affairs, 
but to explore all phases of American institutions including politi-
cal theory, economics and literature. The subject for this year's 
series is based on science and technology as an American institu-
tion. 
Because of his background Professor Oppenheimer is, perhaps, 
one of the ablest men in the country to conduct a study of con-
temporary American science and technology. He was born in New 
York City on April 22, 1904, and received his A.B. from Harvard 
in 1925. He studied at Cambridge University from 1925 to 1926, 
and received his Ph.D. from Gottingen University in Germany in 
1927 He was a National Research fellow from 1927 to 1928, and 
was an International Education Board fellow from 1928 to 1929. 
Professor Oppenheimer was named an Assistant Professor of Physics 
at the University of California and California Institute of Technol-
ogy in 1929. He was made an Associate Professor in 1931 and a 
full Professor in 1933. From 1943 to 1945 he was at Los Alamos, 
New Mexico where he was director of the laboratory which per-
fected the Atom bomb In 1947 he left the University of California 
to become the Director of the Institute for Advanced Study at 
Princeton, a position which he still holds. In addition, he is the 
present chairman of the General Advisory Committee of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. 
Professor Oppenheimer is a fellow of the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences, and the American Physical Society. He is a 
member of the National Academy of Sciences, and the American 
Philosophical Society. 
The Cook lectures will be held from April 26 through April 30 
in the Rackham Building. The lectures will begin at 4: I 5 p.m. 
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LEGAL AID COMMITTEE REPORT 
There is a growing feeling in the United States that every person 
has a right to legal advice and representation notwithstanding that 
he is unable to pay for it. As a consequence legal aid organizations 
are springing up in many communities. Legal aid services accom-
plish many desirable ends in addition to the aid rendered the indi-
vidual applicant. They strengthen democracy, improve a city's 
economy, increase the effectiveness of other agencies, forestall the 
possibility of a socialized legal profession and surprisingly enough 
increase law business. 
Certainly every law student has heard of Legal Aid. But most 
students have not known that for the past four years members of the 
Student Bar Association have endeavored to organize a Legal Aid 
Society in Ann Arbor which will incorporate the law student as a 
function Aside from building a large file about the pro-
grams at Duke, Oregon, and other schools there has been 
laid a foundation which very possibly will culminate in such a legal 
aid organization at the University of Michigan. 
At the present time the Washtenaw Bar Association has a Legal 
Aid Committee which does see that indigent persons referred by 
various local organizations are given free legal advice. However, 
so few cases arise under this system that there is no room for student 
assistance. Statistics compiled for other communities show that for 
a city the size of Ann Arbor there are about 120 persons a year who 
need free legal aid. So it is in the realm of possibility to establish 
a broader service with the law student legal aid committee doing 
administrative tasks and rendering assistance to counsel. A student 
cymmittee of ten juniors and seniors would be sufficient to handle 
the task. 
Before the student will be given a responsible job in a legal aid 
setup he must prove that he will put forth a consistent effort in the 
field. Judge Breakey of the Washtenaw County Circuit Court has 
provided the opportunity. He has expressed a willingness to assign a 
law student to help the attorney he appoints as counsel for indigent 
prisoners. One senior law student was so assigned this past month. 
This student was able to accompany the attorney when interviewing 
the prisoner at the county jail, render assistance in the determinat-
tion of the defense, and sit with the defense counsel in the court 
proceedings. The result was that the student learned about criminal 
la~ and pros:edure and its practical application in addition to giving 
assistance to the defense counsel. At the same time here is a begin-
mng for the ultimate objective of a broader legal air service. 
There Will be more cases coming up in the future which Judge 
Breakey will assign to law students on the legal aid committee. The 
activities of a participant on the legal aid committee are extra 
curricular. His purpose is to supplement his legal education. A 
successful program requires consistency, but this doesn't mean the 
student will be loaded down at a time needed for study. Rather it 
means a willingness to devote some time at intervals during the 
semester. 
One more word about the present opportunity. It justifies a stu-
dent's efforts for at least one or two cases because of the value or the 
actual criminal practice. The average law student is probably in-
terested in civil law training but nevertheless the general practi-
tioner does do some criminal work, especially those just beginning 
practice. The young lawyer who knows a few of the ropes is going 
to create an impression that may be further reaching than criminal 
practice and so result in a good start in civil practice. 
Jerry Donley and Dave Tennent 
Chairmen. S.B.A. Committee on Legal Aid 
ATTORNEYGENERAL'S VIEW 
(continued from page 4) 
has a right to inquire about their beliefs even if germane to the in· 
qu~ry at hand, or :here they believe that coerced testimony under 
pam of contempt resembles the Soviet tactic of requiring those 
guilty, not only to pay for, but also to proclaim their guilt. • 
At the present time there are a number of immunity bills pend-
ing in Congress. One such bill isS. 565. This proposal grants im-
munity to witnesses before a grand jury or court of the United States 
when it is necessary to do so in the public interest. In exchange for 
this immunity, the witness is compelled to testify and to prc:.luce 
his books, papers, and records. The bill states that the witness shall 
not be prosecuted on account of any transaction, matter, or thing 
concerning which he is compelled, after claiming his privilege, to 
testify or produce evidence. It does not, however, extend the im-
munity to witnesses before Congressional committees. Other pend-
ing bills grant similar immunity to witnesses before Congressional 
committees, but not to witnesses before grand juries or courts. 
Mr. Brownell commends the purpose of these bills, but states a 
number of objections to them: "The discretionary power to grant 
the immunity is not vested in the Attorney General but lies with 
the body conducting the investigation ... In my opinion, these bills 
would better achieve their purposes if they required the concurrence 
of the Attorney General. .. The Attorney General is the chief legal 
officer of the Government of the United States. As such it is his 
responsibility to prosecute persons who offend the criminal laws of 
the United States. This responsibility must be coupled with ade-
quate authority to permit its' discharge. It would seem more ad-
visable for the Attorney General who has immediate knowledge of 
a criminal's background and propensities to decide whether immu-
nity should be granted for such a person .. .If these bills were en-
acted in their present form, they might subject members of Con-
gress to undue pressures for granting immunity to criminals who are 
ineligible to receive it. Also, they could very easily cause embar-
rassment to Congress by impeding or blocking prosecutions planned 
by the Department of Justice on any matter even incidentally testi-
fied to upon these investigations ... 
"For these reasons, it is my opinion that if any measure is to be 
enacted permitting the granting of immunity to witnesses before 
either House of Congress, or its committees, it should vest the At-
torney General, or the Attorney General acting with the concurrence 
of appropriate members of Congress, with the authority to grant such 
immunity, and if the testimony is sought for a court or grand jury 
that the Attorney General alone be authorized to grant the immunity. • 
In January, the Department of Justice will recommend to Con-
gress a bill, containing the provisions advocated by the Attorney 
General, "which protects the constitutional privileges of witnesses 
before Congressional committees, courts and juries, but will at the 
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER 
by HANK GLEISS 
Elsewhere in this issue of Res Gestae you will find a report of the 
Committee on Legal Aid for the Student Bar Association. As you 
will see, there has been some progress made in this field. While 
we have still not accomplished our objective along these lines, we 
are headed in the right direction. I think that the members of this 
committee are to be congratulated. 
In December the Student Bar Association conducted a Job Out-
looks Forum. In this forum we had discussion leaders in various 
branches of the practice of law. They represented, large firm 
practice of law. They represented, large firm practice, small town 
practice, corporation practice, and government service. The dis-
cussion was very well received by those who attended, and almost 
everyone that I talked to agreed that the program was very worth-
while. From the response that we have had from this program, I 
think that it ought to be an annual event on the Student Bar Asso-
ciation program. 
This program was made possible through the cooperation and 
efforts of the Junior Bar Conference of the Michigan State Bar. The 
Junior Bar Conference is made up of the youngest and most recent 
members of the State Bar. The age limit is placed at approximately 
35 years. One of the main objectives of the Junior Bar Conference 
is to promote relations between the law student and the State Bar 
Association, and helping with these job conferences is one of the 
ways that they do this. 
Lee Robinson, who is chairman of the SBA social committee 
tells me that plans are under way already for the annual Chancel-
lor's Court Dance that is sponsored each year by the Student Bar 
Association. This is one of the three formal dances sponsored in 
the law school each hear, and as a result it is usually one of the 
big party nights of the year. 
The plans thus far are that the dance will take place on March 
6, and it will be held in the VFW Ballroom. There will be late 
permissions for the girls that night, and so all in all it looks like it 
is going to be a great party, and I hope to see everyone there. 
In order to make this dance a success, the social committee is 
going to need some extra help. So if you want to help out on this 
dance get in touch with either Lee Robinson or Jim McCrory; they 
will be glad to get any help that they can. 
CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS 
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TALK WITH MR "BIG" 
(continued from page 5) 
but it is rather difficult to work it in with teaching. I have no plans 
for such a career." 
Although Mr. Kauper may not plan an active political future 
himself, he has influenced very deeply the thinking of many students 
on the problems of government especially those questions 
with the basic law or Constitution. He is particularly interested 
the problems dealing with the privileges and rights arising under 
Constitution. In speaking about this subject he stated that: "This 
the area which presents the greatest current problems of the field. 
I have a great interest in the research being done in the historical 
phases of the 14th Amendment. There is a lot of new material be-
ing turned over and the fruits of this work should be of particular 
interest with respect to many current questions." His ideas are of 
particular interest at the present time because of the cases now be-
fore the Supreme Court dealing with segregation in the public 
schools. In expressing his viewpoint on this knotty problem he 
stated: "As an original proposition, there is much to support the 
idea that legally required segregation is incompatible with the pur-
pose and idea underlying the equal protection clause. Whether at 
this late date the court is going to hold segregation invalid and 
thereby overrule a series of precedents presents more of a question. 
My guess is that the Supreme Court is going to find statutory segre-
gation in public education unconstitutional but that it will permit 
the states a limited time in which to adjust their laws and practices 
to the constitutional requirement. As a matter of policy it seems to 
me that statutes requiring segregation cannot be justified since they 
reflect a policy of discrimination and their practical effect is to 
hinder rather than promote harmonious racial relations. It must be 
remembered.however, that the only question before the court is 
whether the separate but equal idea should be upheld in the area of 
public education. If the court finds segregation in public schools to 
be invalid, it will still have to be determined whether statutes re-
quiring segregation in other areas will meet the same fate." 
It was inevitable that, sooner or later, the conversation would 
swing io a discussion of the changes which have occurred since Mr. 
Kauper entered the law school twenty-one years ago. In speaking 
about changes in student trends he said: "Over the period of time 
since I went to school, the general level of student ability and com-
petence has increased due to more selective admission policies. 
(continued on page II) 
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PLACEMENT COUNSELLING OFFERED TO ALL SENIORS 
by CHARLES HALL 
The question, •what am I going to do with my· legal education, • 
becomes increasingly important as a law student approaches and 
enters his second and third year of legal training. The answer is 
only to be found within the student himself, but if his decision is to 
enter the practice of law, aid and guidance are available to him in 
the form of placement counselling service furnished by the Univer-
sity of Michigan Law School. 
The Placement Office which provides this placement counselling 
service is located on the third floor of Hutchins Hall and is in charge 
of a full time secretary, Mrs. Helen Yntema. One of the services 
performed is the assembling of all the information which can be ob-
tained with respect to JOb opportunities opening up in law firms, 
corporate law offices, and in governmental agencies, located in 
cities in various parts of the United States. In connection with this, 
arrangements may be made for interviews with representatives of 
firms who wish to come to Ann Arbor for the purpose of getting ac-
quainted with senior students who meet their specifications. During 
the course of a year about sixty to seventy-five firms and corpora-
tions come to the law school for this purpose. Also, listings of all 
the job opportunities which come to the attention of the Placement 
Office are posted on the Placement Bulletin .Board which is located 
in the north end of the second floor corridor of Hutchins Hall. 
Periodically and about twice each year these placement opportuni~ 
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ties are assembled in the Placement Bulletin which is made avail-
able to each member of the senior class on a confidential basis, 
that is to say, it is not available for distribution outside of the Law 
School group. Through the Placement Service interviews may be 
arranged with the Dean of the Law School during which opportunity 
is afforded to ask and answer questions concerning placement and 
to make suggestions designed to be helpful to the Senior who is 
seeking to find his niche in the profession. Through information 
secured during these interviews, letters of introduction may be 
written containing certain pertinent biographical facts and certain 
items of appraisal of the student's qualifications for the practice of 
law. Further on appropriate occasions letters are written to prospec-
tive employers directly who are interested in specific member of 
the class. 
These are only a few of the services that can be afforded the 
student seeking a job in the legal profession, but the question re-
mains as to how a student may take the fullest advantage of the 
opportunities provided him. The only real method by which a stu-
dent can prepare himself to take advantage of these opportunities 
is by developing the qualities which prospective employers are look-
ing for in the men that they propose to hire. No one can exactly 
say how these qualities can be acquired but it should be kept in 
(continued on page I I) 
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LA WYERS IN THE FBI (continued from page 3) 
Full knowledge of the Federal laws governing arrest, searches, 
seizures and evidence is essential to the FBI's activity. The trials 
of Communist Party leaders, espionage agents and other persons who 
represent a threat to the internal security of the United States 
clearly attest to this fact. Repeatedly, efforts have been made at 
trials of such persons to discredit Special Agents, to impugn wit-
nesses and to belittle evidence which is presented in court. Ques-
tions hurled at Special Agents in many of these trials have been 
designed to draw from them information concerning investigative 
procedur~s and techniques employed by the FBI, statements con-
cerning the extent of the FBI's knowledge of the activities of various 
subversive elements, and other information which, though having 
no direct bearing on the guilt or innocence of the persons on trial, 
is jealously sought by the enemies of freedom and democracy. 
At present, the FBI is accepting applications from male gradu-
ates of resident law schools and from graduate accountants who 
have at least three years' auditing or accounting experience. Ap-
plicants must meet rigid physical requirements, and the personality, 
resourcefulness and sincerity of each are determined in interviews 
with FBI officials. In addition, those applicants who possess law 
training must prove their aptitude for investigative work, as well as 
their ability to apply a given Federal law to a set of circumstances, 
in a written examination. Graduate accountants who apply are 
given an accounting examination. 
A thorough investigation is conducted into the character and 
background of all applicants who are considered for appointment. 
Only the best qualified men are accepted. Following their appoint-
ment, these men must complete a 16-week course of training at the 
FBI's Headquarters in Washington, D. C., and at the FBI Academy 
and ranges on the United States Marine Corps Base in Quantico, 
Virginia. During this period, the progress of all trainees is care-
fully surveyed. Those who do not display the potential of a good 
Special Agent are dropped. 
The training course provided newly-appointed Special Agents 
covers all phases of the FBI's activities and responsibilities, Courses 
in fingerprinting, scientific crime detection, firearms, defensive 
tactics and other technical subjects are given. Laws governing all 
Federal violations within the jurisdiction of the FBI are analyzed 
and discussed. Instruction is provided in the interviewing of crimi-
nal suspects and witnesses, the searching of crime scenes and the 
collection and preservation of evidence. 
Particular emphasis, however, is given to courses on Federal 
criminal procedure and the Constitution and Bill of Rights. Special 
Agents are cautioned that any violation of Civil Rights will not be 
tolerated by the FBI. They learn that the FBI strives as diligently 
to establish the innocence of the falsely accused as to help convict 
the guilty. 
At the conclusion of this training period, the new Special Agents 
are assigned to the FBI's field offices as investigators. There are 52 
FBI field offices, 49 in the continental United States and one each in 
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. As the needs of the FBI may dic-
tate, each Agent is subject to transfer to any of these field offices. 
The FBI is a comparatively small law enforcement agency; there is 
approximately one Special Agent for every 25,000 persons in the 
general population as compared to one local, county or state police 
officer for every 760 persons. It is essential, therefore, that Special 
Agents be available for immediate transfer to any area where their 
services are needed. 
In their investigative activities, Special Agents impartially 
gather and report the facts. Their reports may not be colored ..with 
their personal views or opinions. The FBI is strictly a fact-finding 
agency. At no time do its employees assume the role of accuser, 
prosecutor, judge or jury. Based upon the facts reported, the evi-
dence gathered and the witnesses located by Special Agents, how-
ever, attorneys of the United States Department of Justice render 
prosecutive opinions, authorize the obtaining of warrants, and pre-
sent cases to grand and petit juries. 
Some measure of the effectiveness of the FBI in carrying out 
responsibilities to the American people is found in the Bureau's 
tistical accomplishments. During the I 953 fiscal year, there were 
9.859 convictions in cases investigated by the FBI. Of the persons 
brought to trial, 96.9 per cent were convicted, and 91.7 per cent 
these convictions resulted ftom pleas of guilty. The sentences im-
posed in these cases included five death sentences, seven terms of 
life imprisonment, and actual, suspended and sentences 
totaling 24,956 years, 6 months and 10 days. 
In the 1953 fiscal year, 13,839 FBI fugitives were located. Fines 
totaling$ I ,428,040 were imposed in FBI cases, and savings and re-
coveries of$ 100,557,481 were realized. In addition, an 
FBI investigation, an adjudication by the U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals of the Texas City. Texas, Disaster Federal Tort Claims 
tion resulted in savings to the Government amounting to 
While these statistics attest to the FBI's contribution to the bet-
terment of America, they also show the need within the FBI for 
maintaining high standards of personnel selection and performance. 
An estimate based upon crime reports submitted to the FBI by law 
enforcement agencies throughout the United States shows that a 
record total of 2,036,510 major crimes were committed in our nation 
during 195i. This increase in criminal activity was evidenced in 
the volume of Federal violations investigated by the FBI in the fis-
cal year which ended June 30, 1953. In that 12-month period, vio-
lations of the Federal Bank Robbery Statute increased by more than 
30 per cent. Trafficking in White Slavery, Civil Rights violations, 
Crimes on Indian and Government Reservations, Interstate Transpor-
tation of Stolen Property and of Stolen Motor Vehicles and Aircraft 
were among numerous other Federal offenses within the FBI's inves-
tigative jurisdiction which increased appreciably. In addition to 
these criminal responsibilities, however, the FBI also received 
61,193 security matters for investigation during the 1953 fiscal 
Despite the increased volume of its workload, the FBI has been 
able to keep pace, to promptly and efficiently discharge its 
sibilities to the citizens of the United States. This has been 
only through the unselfish attitude of the Special Agents whose 
votion to duty is limitless.. 
One Special Agent who left the Bureau's service in 1952 only to 
return to the FBI after more than one year as an executive in private 
industry wrote during the period of his absence from the FBI, " I find 
that my real interest still remains with the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation. I have always appreciated the extreme importance of the 
work of the Bureau and the privilege of working with the high caliber 
men and women who are such an important part of the Bureau. Now, 
more than ever before, I realize that the deep personal satisfaction 
and pleasure which I derived from performing the Bureau work far 
outweigh the monetary advantages which I have in my present posi-
tion. I well realize that monetary return, although important, must 
not be the prime consideration in determining one's work in life. 
My experiences during the past year have proven to me that the sig-
nificance and respect attached toone's daily endeavors by his fami-
ly and fellow men; the faith, confidence and respect one has for 
his fellow employees; together with the personal gratification re-
ceived from performing one's duties and responsibilities, are much 
more important factors. w 
In my 29 years as Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
I have heard these sentiments expressed time after time by devoted 
public servants who have felt honored to serve their fellow man as 
employees of the FBI. 
To those law students who will be graduated this year, I can 
recommend no pursuit in life more highly than a career of public 
service in the law enforcement profession. Hundreds of law-trained 
Special Agents have found great satisfaction through such careers in 
the FBI. My associates and I sincerely hope that the FBI will con-
tinue to provide an opportunity for ,)ther law school graduates to 
serve America in this respected profession. 
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TALK WITH MR. "BIG" 
(continued from page 8) 
I think that the regular class-work today makes more demands on 
students, For a period after the war, when large numbers of veter-
ans filled the student ranks, tqe student body, as a whole, showed 
greater maturity and a greater earnestness about their work. An-
other great difference today is the number of married students. 
When I was in school, a married law student was a pretty rare 
creature." I asked him what he thought about this last change. He 
hesitated for a minute and then, with a quick laugh. refused to an-
swer. There was something said about the Fifth Amendment. 
When a man is a leader in his field, highly respected and well 
liked, those who are working for him and under him are grateful 
for any advice he can give them. When I asked him that very gen• 
eral question, "What would you say to a friend if he asked you for 
some pointers on his work at school?" he replied: "It seems to me 
that a student in law school is here not only to get a necessary 
stock of ideas, concepts and information, but also to develop those 
skills that are of more importance to a lawyer than to anyone else. 
These include the ability to analyze a problem clearly, to make a 
logical argument, to appraise the relevancy and worth of competing 
arguments and determine the significance of underlying policy con• 
siderations, to use words carefully and exactly, to use cases and 
statutes with understanding and to utilize in an effective way the 
available facilities for legal research. The student should also de-
velop an appreciation of the lawyer's place in the total scheme of 
things, i.e., the professional and civic role of the attorney. It is 
important that he learn to think for himself, to develop an intellec-
tual curiosity about the world of legal ideas, and to broaden his 
mind and outlook by reading and research over and above the re-
quirements of the classroom." It is our opinion that these words 
are worthwhile and that Professor Paul Kauper is one man who has 
followed his own advice. 
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PLACEMENT COUNSELLING 
(continued from page g) 
mind that among the desired qualities are included not only good 
marks, but also industry, reliability, imagination, ingenuity, per-
sonality and the ability to win the confidence of others, and general 
good character. 
It is to be noted that one of the perennial problems which arises 
in connection with the placement service is the importance of 
grades. It might seem from a first glance at the notices on the 
Bulletin Board that the Law Review students secure most of the op-
portunities but this is not in fact true. However, it is a cold fact 
that the larger firms in the big cities almost invariably express a 
preference for graduates of Law Review caliber. Indeed, some of 
them limit their explorations to those who have had Law Review 
experience. Necessarily those in charge of the placement counsel-
ling have to take account of these specifications submitted by the 
employing firms. However, in each instance, the Placement Serv-
ice urges upon the firms the desirability of interviewing others of the 
class and not to confine their attention solely to the Law Review 
group, because it has been shown from long experience that there 
are many extremely able young men and women below the Law 
Review level who will make excellent members of the profession. 
Indeed any graduate of Michigan is well trained for the profession 
and will make good at the bar. 
As to the other side of the picture it is also a fact that in the 
smaller firms in the large cities and also in the smaller cities much 
less attention is paid to grades and to class ranking. Many of these 
firms will not even ask in regard to grades. There are far more 
firms in this latter category than there are in the category demand-
ing high grade performances. The trouble is that these firms have 
not the resources to seek out the graduating law students by coming 
(continued on page 12) 
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PLACEMENT COUNSELLING 
(continued from page II) 
to Ann Arbor for interviews, nor do they deal with the law school 
for the purpose of contacting seniors. Rather they wait until the 
seniors and graduates call on them. Thus a greater responsibility is 
placed upon the law student to acquaint himself with these oppor-
tunities. Along these lines the Placement Service can be of invalu-
able aid, but it is upon the student to put himself forward and sell 
himself. It is always to be remembered that a law student seeking 
a job will find one. The Placement Service cannot •place" him in 
the job--this is his task--but the Service will supply him numerous 
opportunities to aid in his search. Last year, for example, three 
hundred job opportunities were made available to the student body. 
It is not to be thought that there is nothing that the Junior can 
do in preparing himself. There are many things that he can do. 
One of these is to begin thinking and analysing himself so that he 
will not be naive as to the problems which he will have to face in 
securing a job. Such things which might be considered are, where 
to practice law--in a large city or smaller city, type of practice--
tax, trial, labor, governmental, administrative, patent, 
practice, etc., location in the United States, and many others of 
which these are merely illustrative. A summer law office job may 
help and is an excellent plan if possible. Probably the most impor-
tant attitude that can be acquired during this second year is that of 
being prepared to sell oneself. This is extremely important because 
the Placement Service can only provide the opportunity for securing 
a job. It is up to the law student to get the job, but the Placement 
Service can be of invaluable aid in this process. 
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